


Class 4th A & B 
Summer Vacation Home Work 

Make diagram of Input device, Output device and storage 
device (3 diagram of each) on A4 Size Paper Label them.   

 



Class 4 Science vacation homework
1 Make the model of human teeth by using clay or wheat dough and peanuts to shape the teeth
and label different types of teeth.
2.Learn the question and answer of chapter one.



SUMMER VACATION HOMEWORK-CLASS-IV-B 
Subject-SOCIAL SCIENCE 

1. Do practice Book Reading and Writing at home 

every-day. 

2. Learn the questions and answers of the first 

chapter. 

3. Donate something for a poor man or help someone 

who is in distress. After doing the good job, write 

your feelings in five or more sentences. Do it in A4 

size photocopy paper. Also collect and paste 

pictures of people doing such social work. 

 

 

 

 

 



                DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL ,CHIRIMIRI   

          SUMMER VACATION HOMEWORK 2024 

                           CLASS 4(A+B) MATHS  

1.Write and learn table from 5 to 20.(Notebook) 

2. Revise unit 1  and all  solved worksheet. 

3. Make a chart on Indian  system of numeration.(Notebook) 

4. Take an old calendar. Cut out any 6 digit from it and paste it on an A4 size sheet. Smallest 
and the greatest 6 digit number using each digit once and write the number formed on that 
sheet only. 



Summer Vacation Home Work: 2024-25 
Subject: ENGLISH   Class: IV-B 

Subject Teacher: Sambit Kumar Tripathy 
 

1. Collect information on any one important sports personality of KERALA and prepare 

a project in A4 size paper giving detailed information about the sports person like 

name, father, mother, birth details, sports plays, achievements, honours and awards 

received etc. Also paste the picture of the sports person. Your project must be neat 

and clean, colourful and attractive. 

2. Learn and remember the question-answers of the lessons A True Friend and Mix-up at 

Birth of English Reader for class test after vacation. 


